
The students in Mr. Woot-

ten, Mrs. Macom and Mrs. 

Oliva’s classes showed 

their Caring Trait this 

month! They each wrote a 

holiday card to the troops 

stationed throughout the 

Middle East. They drew a 

holiday themed picture and 

wrote some kind words of 

good wishes for a happy 

holiday season. These 

cards are delivered to the 

troops by the organization 

Hero Helpers of America 

based out of Mansfield, 

Massachusetts. The 

Cards are sure to bring a 

smile to the troops!   

 

Holiday Cards to the Troops! 
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“We Are All Alike, We Are All Different.”  

As part of a culminating     

activity, the students in Mrs. 

Macom, Ms. DesSoye, Mrs. 

Mangum and Mrs. Besig-

Zmuda’s classes performed 

songs and poems during a 

Sharing Assembly . These 

songs and poems reflected 

their understanding and     

appreciation of our similarities 

and differences as well as an 

understanding of how our  

differences enhance          

ourselves.  

   The students in Mrs. Macom’s      

kindergarten class have been 

studying the IB Unit titled, “We 

Are All Alike, We Are All        

Dfferent”. They incorporated 

ELA, math, Social studies and      

science by sharing books and   

creating and interpreting graphs 

to explore the similarities and 

differences of people all  around 

the world, as well as their 

friends in their own classroom. 

They learned the importance of 

appreciating differences while 

celebrating their uniqueness.  

 



 

Exploring “Family Traditions and 

How We Are All Alike and          

Different” has been the buzz in the 

Art room at Lee F.Jackson.       

December has been filled with   

creating   fabulous paintings and 

collages. Our artists explored   

different  materials such as paint, 

paper, buttons, feathers, stickers 

and wood! 

Art at Lee F. Jackson with Mrs. Weiss 

 
 

Over the December break the students will work with 

their families to compose individual acrostic poems 

about their family traditions.  

 As we continued our IB Unit Families then 

and Now, the children in Room 102  collaborated 

to write an acrostic poem. Our poem titled, 

“Families” used the letter in the word “families” to 

talk about how family traditions help to connect 

generations. Here is our poem:  

 

Room 102—Families then and Now 


